
WEST PHILIPPINE SEA. Honorable Justice Antonio Carpio discussed the 9 dash lines of the South China Sea with the theme: “The Hague Proceedings on the West Philippine Sea Dispute” during his Academic 
Lecture last Feb. 26 at the Luce Auditorium. PHOTO BY Santia Onnycha Ursabia
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Supreme Court Justice lectures on West Philippine Sea dispute
By Paulynne Joyce R. dela Cruz              

SUPREME COURT JUSTICE 
Antonio Carpio explained China’s 
claim over West Philippine 
Sea (WPS) and the Philippine 
government’s actions to strengthen 
the country’s rights in his lecture 
on “The Hague Proceedings on the 
West Philippine Sea Dispute” last 
Feb. 26 at the Luce Auditorium.

WPS is a body of water that 
consists of the territorial sea, 
exclusive economic zone (EEZ), 
and the extended continental 

shelf of the Philippines.
Carpio clarified that the WPS 

is just a part of the South China 
Sea, which is the bigger sea.

Carpio said that 80 percent 
of the EEZ with 381,000 sq. 
km maritime space and 100 
percent extended continental 
shelf is at stake in this dispute.

China’s claim
According to Carpio, China has 

been claiming their ‘right’ over WPS as 
represented in their nine-dashed line. 

However, under the United 
Nations Convention on the Law 

of the Sea’s (UNCLOS) EEZ, 
the Philippines has the right 
to claim sovereignty over WPS 
because it is under its jurisdiction.

“[The Philippines has] the 
jurisdiction to exploit the 
natural resources,” Carpio said.

China also claimed “historical 
rights” over WPS, arguing that the 
WPS dispute should be resolved 
in accordance with “historical 
facts and international law.”

The islands in the WPS that 
is said to be under China’s nine-
dashed line are James Shoal, 

Lucomia Shoal, Scarborough Shoal, 
and Spratly Islands, among others.

Carpio said that Scarborough 
Shoal is legally under the 
Philippines as it lies inside the 
line drawn by Spain and United 
States in the 1898 Treaty of Paris. 

Aside from that, China also 
claimed Spratly Islands because 
“it is the most extensive island 
in the world,” Carpio added. 

Philippines’ action plan
Carpio said that China already 

expressed their plan to ignore 
the ruling on the dispute, which 

is why the Philippines will 
use world opinion to pressure 
China to comply with the ruling.

“[We will talk] to all the countries 
who would [be] willing to listen 
to us… we will ask them [to] 
please support us by saying that 
the parties of the dispute must 
abide by the ruling,” added Carpio

Carpio also said that during the 
recent Association of South East 
Asian Nations - United States 
Summit in California, the joint 
statements by the parties includes 

continue to page 4...

A MATTER WORTH ADVOCATING. dr. angel alcala, dr. hilconida calumpong, celia acedo 
and christian Elloran lecture on the need for awareness in the conservation of Biodiversity 
during a workshop called "Biodiversity reporting 101: increasing media interest on 
biological diversity in the asEaN" last Feb 29 at the american studies resource center. 
PhoTo By Babe Jocelie isaga

By Ray Chen S. Bahinting                          

THE SILLIMAN UNIVERSITY 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
COMMISSION ON ELECTIONS 
(COMELEC) dismissed 22  
disqualification and penalization 
cases filed by the Concerted Action 
for the Upliftment of Students’ 
Endeavors (CAUSE) party against 
the candidates of the Students 
Union for Reforms (SURE) party.

Most of these complaints filed 
by CAUSE party were said to be  
violations of the Article III, Section 
6 of the “Rules and Regulations for 
the Conduct of the February 24, 2016 
SUSG Elections” by presidential-
elect Gil Buenavista, College of 

Engineering representative Glynese 
Ikeda, CBA representatives such 
as Matthew Tumunong, Anna 
Humbe, Blue Cruz and Monique 
Recto, Yasmeen Junaid from the 
College of Law, and SURE party 
members like Kirk Philip Emperado, 
“majority of supporters” of the SURE 
party, and the SURE Party itself. 

The rule states that all campaign 
materials, including online 
propaganda, must be removed by the 
candidates and/or the political parties 
on or before midnight of Feb. 22, 2016.

However, COMELEC dismissed 
these complaints against Buenavista 
and among others because 
according to COMELEC, the 
said rule is “void for vagueness.”

According to a report submitted by 
the COMELEC, “if this [provision] 
be properly reviewed, it would mean 
that no campaign materials must 
have been posted after 11:59 in the 
evening of Feb. 21, 2016, because 
a minute after that would be 12 
midnight of Feb. 22, 2016 already. If 
this construction would be followed, 
most candidates, if not all, from 
both parties should be held liable.”

Moreover, the COMELEC also 
took into consideration in dismissing 
these cases the credibility of the 
evidence passed by CAUSE party.

In the report, COMELEC said 
that the evidences such as screenshots 
and meta-data are “not sufficient and 

COMELEC dismisses complaints 
of CAUSE against SURE party

continue to page 4...

By Jameela Antoniette I.          
Mendoza                                             

THE SECOND SILLIMAN Film 
Open featured 14 original narrative 
short films and five music videos 
made by Sillimanian filmmakers 
last Feb. 27 at the Luce Auditorium.

“The House, the Dead, the Ugly” 
by Von Christian Colina won five 
awards, namely: Best Makeup 
Design, Best Costume Design, Best 
Director, Best Fiction Short Film, and 
Best Cinematography for the film’s 
cinematographer, Adrian Miraflor.

“The House, the Dead, the 
Ugly” is about two murderers 
who are stuck in an abandoned 
house with two detectives.

Colina said that the house they used 
in the film was a real abandoned house.

“The place was literally behind 
our house lang. If I were to total 
the number of hours of shooting, it 

would be three days,” said Colina.
Colina also said that he was 

inspired to make his own film for 
the Silliman Film Open because of 
the growing number of people in the 
university who are interested in films. 

Another entry by Lurlyn Mae 
Carmona, “A State of Existence,” 
won four awards: Best Trailer, Best 
Screenplay, Best Actress in a Leading 
Role for Carmona, and the Special Jury 
Award for Best Narrative Short Film.

“A State of Existence” is about a 
girl who feels empty despite things 
going well in her life, so she plans to 
resort to doing something dangerous.

Carmona said in her acceptance 
speech: “I think the reason why 
I’m here is because the story 
was a very personal one, and 
it really did happen to me….” 

Carmona also said that the film 
was produced within two weeks 

Second Silliman Film Open 
features 14 short films
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By Guirlyn V. Kilat                                          

THE SILLIMAN UNIVERSITY 
(SU) Women’s Football Varsity Team 
won as the champion in the women’s 
open category and first runner-up 
in the U23 category in the 13th 
Thirsty Football Cup last Feb. 20-21 
at the Cebu City Sports Complex.

The Thirsty Football Cup is 
considered a national tournament 
that happens annually in the third 
week of February. Teams from Leyte, 
Iloilo, Cagayan, Dumaguete, among 
others, participated in the tournament.

SU won first runner-up with 
a score of 1-1 against ERCO 
Women’s Football Club. The SU 
team scored first while ERCO scored 
during the last minute of the game.

SU, ERCO, San Roque Women’s 

Football Club (SRFC) Veterans, and Lux 
Vestra Urainium were among the teams 
who participated in the U23 category.

The SU team also won as the 
champion in women’s open category 
with a score of 2-0 against SRFC. A 
counter attack from SU’s defense was 
the reason behind their two goals.

Nicole Ann Arevalo, the SU team 
captain and former member of FC 
Barcelona Los Angeles Football Club, 
won the Most Valuable Player award.

SU, Chicos United A, Chicos United 
B, Unihydro, VSFC, Nakanishi FC, 
Ateneo, UPFC, Mixnutts United, Lady 
Eagles, Estudiantes FC, SRFC Veterans, 
We United, Fuse Partum, and ERCO 
were among the teams who participated 
in the women’s open category.

“[The SU Women’s Football Varsity 
Team] always ends up as one of 

the semifinalists during the Thirsty 
Football Cup, but we finally made it 
to the final round this year. This is the 
first time Silliman University won 
gold and silver for thirsty football 
cup,” said Andro Cedrome, coach of 
SU Womens’ Football Varsity Team.

The members of SU Women’s 
Football Varsity Team who participated 
in this year’s Thirsty Football Cup were 
Nicole Arevalo, Josephine Brackeen, 
Michelle Cabajon, Nicole Caballero, 
Grace Ann Guiuan, Cybil Macajilos, 
Diane Mamenta, Julienne Medalla, Lory 
Ortega, Redd Robin Quisel, Catherine 
Ranque, Jessica Remata, Johannah 
Remata, Kolyn Giane Serion, Rhoda 
Sumagka, and Jan Mariel Villaverde

Former varsity Diane Cuevas, who 
is now a licensed physical therapist, 
assisted and helped the players.~

SU Womens’ Football Varsity bags gold, 
silver in football cup
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sillimaniansspeak
compiled by Lizbeth Mae  B. Andaya 

“Do you think that the PiliPinas Debates 2016 
was effective on informing the Filipino citizens 
about their presidential candidates? Why or 

why not?”
“Yes, the PiliPinas Debates 2016 was effective. The candidates were able to show not just their 
capabilities in public speaking but their attitudes as well for the way a person speaks and 
the words coming out of a person’s mouth mirrors to his personality. During the debate, the 
candidates either built themselves or destroyed themselves. Either way, the public are already 
aware and alarmed thanks to the PiliPinas Debates 2016.” 
Carlee Cherokeeh Calingacion, Bachelor of Arts in Political Science I 

Yes. I believe that because of the fast circulation of the posts about #PilipinasDebate2016, 
anyone who is anyone was informed since it spread like wildfire on social media. Actually, 
I haven’t seen the full video of the presidential debate before the candidates were made 
into internet memes and that actually got me interested to watch it in full length. I bet most 
Millennials did what I had done as well.
Aliyah Millares, Bachelor of Mass Communication III

As far as was it effective in informing the Filipino? Somewhat yes. We finally got to see certain 
sides of candidates, we got to hear some of the candidates political stands on their issues. 
However, some candidates also held back. Miriam only talked about her illness and Binay kept 
dodging questions. Duterte, straight forward as he is, only kept his answers short and did not 
utilize his time well to explain answers. The debate was effective only for certain candidates.
Jayson Semetara, Bachelor of Business Administration - Management III

Next issue’s Question:
“do you think the late President marcos’ remains deserve to be moved to 

the libingan ng mga Bayani?

For your answers, just text the circulation manager (09068874424).  
indicate your full name (with middle initial), course and year. LJ Zaphan Lamboloto

in search for 
Truth

Tarantado, 
asintado

Eric Gerard D. Ruiz

snakes and ladders (Part ii)

made to be broken?

Roll the dice. Avoid the snakes. 
Challenge yourself. Eliminate.

It’s always a race between good and 
evil. Everyone wants to win. Everyone 
wants to conquer. “The greatest evil in 
the world is self-deception, because 
self-deception preys on the troubled 
soul.” People deceive other people by 
using words like “transparency” and 
“accountability” to earn the public’s 
trust. Some deceive others by using 
catchy and witty phrases, tunes, and 
words. In the end, some or probably 
all of them are still snakes.

The game of Snakes and Ladders 
in Silliman continues. Everyone rolls 
the dice. Some people fail to reach 
the finish line. Some people give up 
in the playing field. But, what’s more 
depressing is that some people turn 

into snakes. It’s easy to be a snake. Just 
allow yourself to be brainwashed by 
the false principles, goals, and stories 
of some groups here in campus. It’s 
like drinking from the devil’s cup. 
Give in to the temptation. They will 
offer your friendship, and they will 

tell you that you belong to this family. 
In the end, you’ll find yourself in the 
depths of hell. 

But, you can avoid the snakes. 
Snakes will try to spread wrong 
information to destroy their enemies. 

Remember, snakes also eat other 
snakes. The food web is complex. 
Cannibalism is always a choice. Even 
snakes will try to destroy other snakes 
to rise to higher ranks or to gain more 
power. 

Challenge yourself. Choose the 
right place for you. Don’t easily 
believe  people who speak beautiful 
words. Snakes shed their skins. They 
may wear the best disguise today, but 
tomorrow will be the real image—a 
complete replica of the devil. 

Eliminate the snakes in your life. 
Bash them with the truth if you can. 
Don’t succumb to their temptations. 
Always remember what Ronald 
Reagan said, “The greatest evil is not 
done now.”~

You’ve probably heard it said that 
promises should remain immune 
to the circumstances surrounding 
it. But on the other hand, we 
tend to divorce ourselves away 
from the lofty promises we made 
to get the approval of many and 
sometimes, the second-chance of 
pathetic romance. Once we have 
regained the trust from the people 
once more, there lies an impactful 
adieu to the foolish who placed on 
our backs the burdens of leading 
them into a picturesque reality. 

Can we say that it is their fault 
that they have chosen the present 
leaders that didn’t do much change 
but maintain the status quo? Or is 
it us to blame because we know the 
people’s weaknesses and we chose 
to deceive them and feed them with 
our lies wrapped in pretty ribbons? 

Campaign streamers and banners 
are once again scattered on the 
streets with all their gaudy colors, 
over-used slogans, and familiar 
faces of candidates running for 
both local and national elections. 
The election fever has begun 
and we’ll be seeing more of the 
politicians’ faces on this season 
more than any other season every 
6 years or 3 years. For this season, 
candidates are more willing to be 
helpful and extravagantly generous 
because of one thing that we all 

have as voters, obviously -our votes. 
Election gives promises that are 

powerless unless we collectively 
choose the leader we want to 
govern our public affairs. The 
power of these promises can either 
move us to almost worship the 
platform of these potential leaders 
or be cynical towards the seeming 
idealistic yet unrealistic promises 

that they all wanted to accomplish 
on the span of their term in office. 

Everything seemed to be so 
smooth and ideal, doesn’t it? 
Election— promises are powerless– 
unless we choose to make it a 
reality. But in reality, that doesn’t 
happen every single time because 
we choose to listen to popular 
opinions and not opt for our own 
studies and researches. We are 
easily blinded by what our superiors 
think about as right or wrong, 
but most of us never really made 
a leap of faith into the unknown, 
critically and comparatively 
thinking about the underlying 
implication of their sweet seeming 
words that incessantly echoes 

on the walls of social media. 
This is how John Rzeznik of 

Goo Goo Dolls said it, “When 
everything’s made to be broken. I 
just want you to know who I am.”  

But if we take a closer look, it 
is us who made the initial move 
to break their promises in the 
first place because we took a 
chance and rolled the dice out 
of desperation. We wrote their 
names into the ballot wishing we 
did the right thing and tried to 
look forward into the future with 
extreme hopes for change. We 
bought some of their merchandise 
but we realized that what we 
got is not something we need. 

Promises are vital to campaigning 
and political platforms are 
shadows of a potential vision 
for the country; it is not evil 
to promise, but it becomes one 
when it ’s doomed to be broken. 

I think it ’s not the broken 
promises that breaks us at the end of 
the day, it is more of our ignorance 
to the reality that we underestimate 
and sometimes, despise completely. 
To be ignorant is to let what we 
do not know hit us on our backs 
in cold blood.  It ’s time to finally 
break-off from our hibernation 
and be more curious on the 
conundrums of our civilization.~

Through the years, Silliman University is known to produce 
great writers. Other universities were inspired by the literary 
scene headed mostly by Silliman writers, whose literary works 

are known and acclaimed not just locally, but internationally. Edith 
Tiempo, one of the National Artists for Literature, also came from the 
university.

But literature is not the only form of art that is close to the Silliman 
community. The love for watching films and this time, filmmaking, has 
been developing through the Film Appreciation subject in the College 
of Mass Communication (CMC) and Film Open, a film-showing event 
held last Feb. 27 at Luce Auditorium. It was organized by Cultural 
Affairs Committee (CAC) to cater 
to film enthusiasts.

With 14 original narrative 
short films and five music videos 
produced and submitted by Sillimanian filmmakers for the film 
competition and the full house of Luce Auditorium, the film scene in 
Silliman is indeed promising.

Also, film is rooted in Silliman history. National Artist for Film Eddie 
Romero was a Sillimanian. According to Teddy Co, the co-founder of 
CinemaRehiyon and vice-president of NCCA, Romero wrote short 
stories during his days in the campus by the sea. He also said that if 
Romero was a Sillimanian today, “he would have made a short film.”

The Weekly Sillimanian (tWS) commends CAC, especially Asst. 
Prof. Ian Rosales Casocot, who brought filmmaking years ago to the 
university after being encouraged to do so and organized the Film 
Open. He is also the one handling the film class in CMC. Because 
of these efforts, students now have the avenue to use film as a tool to 
tell stories to the audience. tWS also hopes that more film subjects 
like screenplay-writing and film-directing will be offered. Who knows? 
Silliman having a Film Institute is not impossible.

Film is powerful; it can challenge the status quo, spark change, evoke 
emotions toward pressing issues, and make people reflect. A lot of 
unique stories are just waiting to be told. Life in Dumaguete, after all, 
is not just worth writing for, but also “worth shooting for.”~

Safety   First
By Shane Marie Canono                           
and Junelie Velonta                                   

Last summer, while my 
brother was sleeping 
inside my room and I 

was lying on the bed with my 
hands on my phone, I had an 
adapter to charge my laptop. 
After more than an hour, my 
eyes got tired and I wanted to 
sleep. But later on, I woke up 
to the smell of smoke. I looked 
down the bed and panicked; 
the wire of the adapter was 
on fire! I tried to wake my 
brother up, but he was asleep 
like a baby. So holding the 
edge of the adapter’s wire 
where it hadn’t caught on fire, 
I pulled it off from the outlet 
and the fire dissipated.

If I wasn’t conscious that 
time, what would have 
happened? And if such 
incidents can occur at home, 
how much more in dorms and 
boarding houses, particularly 
those who have walls made 
of light materials such as 
plywood? Every minute a 
single life is in danger. So in 
this month of fire prevention, 
everyone must take note of 
ways to avoid such disaster, 
most especially those students 
who are staying far away from 
home. 

According to the National 

Fire Protection Association 
(NFPA), a US based trade 
association with international 
linkages, the best way to 
avoid fires within campuses 
and dormitories is to check 
whether one is 
living in a 
f i r e - s a f e 

env i ronment . 
Education is the 
best way to prevent 
future fires and to 
have a bigger chance 
of survival in case of 
such emergencies.

To start off, most 
dormitory fires 
are more common 
during the evening 
hours from 5 to 
11 pm, especially 
on weekends when 
students tend to do all-
nighters. Roughly six out of 
seven fires in dormitories 
are started by cooking or 
any activity which uses fire 
(i.e. studying by candlelight, 
performing experiments with 
the use of fire, etc.). With 

these, we should be able to 
grasp what is to be done to 
p r e v e n t a n d 

su r v i ve 
fire outbreaks.

First off, the room is 
where the first and foremost 
actions are needed to be done. 
The room where one stays 
must provide at least two 
avenues for exit routes, and 
these should not be blocked 
by bunk-beds, lockers, or 

anything occupying great 
space. The windows should be 
kept clear and not put behind 
lockers or such to facilitate 
good airflow. Flammable 
substances should be kept 
in secure containers and are 
advised to be kept as near 
as possible to the ground to 

prevent them from falling. 
One should also 
take note of the 
exit plan for the 
building and where 

the nearest fire exit 
is situated. 
Second, the person 

should be made aware 
of its own actions 
to prevent future 
fires. One must 
only use candles 

when allowed by 
the dormitory 
manager. It 
is advised to 
use flashlights 

instead. It is also 
not encouraged to 

charge gadgets overnight 
as these may overheat. 

The voltage of the outlet 
should also be known to 
avoid overloading the gadget. 
Cooking should also be done 
only when one is fully aware 
of the surroundings—not 
when intoxicated or sleepy. 
It should also be done only 

in designated areas, like a 
kitchen.

Lastly, the whole facility 
should be checked for its 
precautions towards a fire 
outbreak. Fire extinguishers 
in prime condition should 
be available per floor in an 
accessible area. The fire/
smoke alarms should be fully 
functional and sprinklers 
should be checked constantly 
to see if they still work. 
Drills should be held in both 
announced and unannounced 
methods to provide the 
proper footing in terms of 
preparedness of the residents.

According to NFPA, in 
choosing a dorm or a boarding 
house, we need to consider 
and check the smoke alarms 
in each bedroom. We also 
have to test them at least once 
a month in order to make sure 
it still works properly.

The key is to stay alert. 
When fire incidents happen 
at the place you’re staying, get 
a wet cloth and use it to cover 
your mouth while running 
off. Never go back for your 
things inside. Your life is far 
more important. So dormers 
and boarders, keep all these 
safety precautions in mind. 

Remember: Safety first.~

By Alissa Z. Lacson                        

With only a few weeks 
left of the school 
year, it ’s about time 

you plan out your summer and 
go to that destination you’ve 
always dreamed of visiting. I 
suggest, though, that the best 
places to explore are always 
your own and with a country 
like ours, the Philippines 
sure does offer hundreds of 
beaches, mountains, cities, 
and islands. 

One that is not too far 
away from our university 
town is the island of Bohol, 
a two-hour boat trip from 
the Dumaguete port. I’m 
sure you’ve heard and seen 
pictures of the Chocolate 
Hills, Panglao Island, or 
Balicasag, but it ’s definitely 
nothing close to seeing these 
tourist spots firsthand and 
experiencing Bohol quite like 
the locals. 

Even with just a span of four 
days or less, there are plenty 
of adventurous and relaxing 
things to do in Bohol, and 
with the company of your 
friends or family, I personally 
recommend you to jot these 
activities into your itinerary. 

1. Eat at Garden Café 
Restaurant

After taking the fast craft 
to Tagbilaran, enjoy a bit of 
the city and its night life as 
you dine in this restaurant 
beautifully located beside 
the city ’s Cathedral and 
plaza. Aside from the tasteful 
pork ribs, the highlight of 
the Garden Café is its deaf 
service staff. Other must-
eat places in Tagbilaran are 
Gerarda’s, The Buzz, Tarsier 
Botanika, and Asiatika Bar 
and Resto. 

2. ATV thru the Chocolate 
Hills

To see thousands of hills at 
a glance offers a superb view 
but to drive next to them is 
quite a sight — costly but 
worth it. For Php 500, you 
can drive around the hills 
and the man-made forest in 
an all-terrain vehicle (ATV ) 
for 40 minutes. While it ’s a 
relaxing adventure, the tour 
guide sure knows how much 
Filipinos love group shots 
and selfies. Just lend him 
your smartphone or camera, 
and he’ ll document the entire 
experience by letting you and 
your friends stop for a picture 
next to the hills. He’ ll also 
take pictures of you driving 

to add ‘pa-cool’ points to your 
list. 

3. Take a “groufie” at the 
Bilar Man-made Forest

You might be able to take 
a group picture anywhere but 
opt to make the Bilar Man-
made Forest the top of your 
list. What ’s special about it 
is the picturesque glow of the 
leaves gently covering the sky, 
making you feel as if you are 
entering a different world, 
a temporary feel of literally 
being surrounded by greenery. 

4. Dine on a river cruise at 
Loboc River

This experience is not so 
much about the buffet but 
rather the ambiance. Enjoy 
the Filipino dishes, the 
tropical fruits, or your sip 
of coffee whilst listening to 
island-vibes music as you 
cruise between the lush green 
palm trees and hills of Bohol. 

5. Watch the sunset at the 
Blood Compact Shrine

It may not be the ideal 
place to watch the sunset 
but as the sky turns red and 
orange, the shrine symbolic 
of peace and friendship will 
reflect gold streaks of light 
over Sikatuna and Miguel 
Lopez de Legaspi. You will 

also be able to catch a glimpse 
of Panglao Island from the 
view deck, making the sunset 
much more spectacular. 

6. See the famous tarsiers, 
Prony, and the bee farm

To see the tarsiers should 
be in everyone’s Bohol bucket 
list simply because these 
endangered species can only 
be found in the Philippines, 
Malaysia, or Indonesia. While 
smartphones can be handy, 
the best way to get a clear 
shot of the tarsiers is with 
the SLR. If you have some 
spare time throughout your 
day trip, try stopping by the 
Bohol Python and Wildlife 
Park where it preserves the 
bones and skin of Prony, the 
largest snake held in captivity, 
and the Bohol Bee Farm in 
Panglao Island. 

7. Relax in Dumaluan or 
Alona Beach, Panglao 

Panglao offers some of 
the best white sand beaches 
in the Philippines — two 
of which share an entirely 
different environment. For 
those who want to relax and 
float on the shallow blue 
waters of Panglao, you’ ll 
enjoy your stay in Dumaluan 
Beach Resort. The superb 

food, cozy rooms, and the 
serene beachfront is all you 
need to make your vacation 
worthwhile. Alona Beach, on 
the other hand, is like a quiet 
Boracay. Its shores are lined 
with boats and the strip is 
full of restaurants, souvenir 
shops, and bars — perfect for 
a night-out in Panglao.  

 
8. Snorkel in Balicasag Reef
While we enjoy having Apo 

Island right by the province, 
Balicasag Reef is another 
snorkeling haven. What ’s 
unique about Balicasag is the 
reef cliff which steeply divides 
your swim into either shallow 
or deep waters. It might not 
be as colorful as the reefs of 
Apo, but you’ ll find yourself 
enjoying the many fishes and 
the coral coves below you. You 
could even spot sea turtles 
swimming deep in front you. 

Summers are meant for 
traveling, for taking a break 
from school, for swims and 
adventures, for bonding. So 
pack your bags and bring 
your friends or family to 
celebrate summer with you 
in Bohol where you will 
truly experience a summer 
paradise.~

Summer Paradise
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SURVIVING FINALS WEEK .  The last few weeks of the school year is always hell week. Worry no longer for here are some tips for 
you to ace that test without taking an all-nighter.
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50-10 Study Rule
One way to keep your 
focus is to study for 50 
minutes and to take a 
break for 10 minutes 
to relax your mind. 
Make sure to set an 
alarm, just in case

Study In Advance
Create study guides right 
away instead of wasting 
timeIf you find you simply 
have no time to study 
in advance, at least read 
and highlight important 
details when you can. 

Eat Well
Try maximizing 
the time by having 
a filling, high-
protein meal while 
studying. Most 
importantly, eat 
before your exam. 

Supreme Court.. from page 1

COMELEC dismisses.. from page 1

“full respect for legal processes” 
and the agreement to commit in 
resolving disputes between countries.

“Full respect for legal processes 
means once the ruling comes out, [you 
must] comply with it,” Carpio added.

According to Carpio, the 
Philippines is engaged in a “historic 
battle” to defend over 531 sq. km of 
the maritime space in the WPS and 
an area larger than a total land area 
of the Philippines of 300,000 sq. km.

This huge maritime space is part of the 
Philippine National Territory because 
the 1987 Philippine Constitution 
defines the “national territory to 
include the seabed, sub-soil and other 
marine areas other than sovereignty 
of the Philippines” over WPS.

“All citizens of the Philippines 
who [have] government, personal, 
private endeavors have a solemn 
duty to prevent the loss of this huge 
maritime space,” Carpio said.~

can be undoubtedly manipulated.”
Most of the screenshots that 

were submitted to the COMELEC 
did not specify any date, and if 
there is, it is still “questionable.”

COMELEC also clarified that 
Article III, Section 6 did not 
necessarily state that any candidate 
violator shall be automatically 
disqualified or fines shall be 
imposed to the non-candidate 
violators. This rule is “merely 
directory and not mandatory.”

Violation by Figueras  
A complaint to impose fine 

filed by CAUSE party to Fritz 
Colleen Figueras, chairperson of 
SURE party, was also dismissed.

CAUSE party said that Figueras 
violated Article III, Section 2 
(E) that states, “Posting pictures 
and videos online through the 
following social media websites: 
Facebook and YouTube.”

According to CAUSE party, 

Figueras used her Twitter 
account to tweet a post that 
contained SURE Party ’s 
online campaign material.

COMELEC dismissed this case 
believing that the post on Twitter 
was not “actual and direct.”

COMELEC said that the post 
of Figueras on her Facebook page, 
which was a legal medium, was the 
exact caption on Figueras’ tweet.

This will clearly state 
that Figueras “did not 
intentionally” post on Twitter, 
according to COMELEC.

CAUSE party also submitted a 
timestamp to the COMELEC but 
according to them, “timestamp 
does not and cannot prove that 
indeed, the act was committed 
within the campaign period. 
Further, the said timestamp 
cannot be used in replacement 
of one of the most essential and 
determining factor: the date.”

Moot and Academic Cases
COMELEC decided on 

disqualification cases against 
SURE party representatives like 
Patricia Navarro of the College 
of Nursing, Edna Masicampo 
of the College of Mass 
Communication, and Keanu 
Sygaco of the Silliman University 
Junior High School and among 
others, as “moot and academic.”

According to the COMELEC, 
since Sygaco and among others 
failed to win in the election, “this 
means that there is no more actual 
controversy between the parties 
or no useful purpose can be served 
in passing upon the merits.”

Thus, these cases are 
also dismissed for being 
“moot and academic.”

The decision of the COMELEC 
was passed to the Judiciary 
branch for final judgement.~

and was shot around Dumaguete, 
except for the opening and closing 
scenes which were shot in Tanjay.

Meanwhile, Leslie Batallones’ entry 
“Tugis” won the Best Musical Score for 
Mark Martinez, who played the lead 
role, and Best Actress in a Supporting 
Role for Joy Labrador, who played 
the mother of Martinez’s character.

“Tugis” is about a young man 
who wants to find his mother 
to convince her to come home.

In the acceptance speech for Labrador’s 
award, Batallones said, “Before the last 
week of our shoot, we found [Labrador], 
just like the same story of ‘Tugis,’ 
so we’re very happy to have her….”

Moreover, “Locked” by Mariana 
Varela won Best Actor in a Supporting 
Role for Miguel Teves, and Best 
Sound Editing for Stanley Alcala.

Varela said that Teves, who played 
Samuel in the film, is her ten year old 
nephew, and that the film is a “family 
thing” since the lead actor is her cousin 
while the house they used for the 
film is their family’s ancestral house.

The Best Actor in a Leading Role 
was awarded to Duwic Medalla in 
Cindy Bonchita’s thriller film “Tadtad.”

“Primordial Witt” by Renz 
Christian Torres, a story of three 

players in a role-playing board 
game, won Best Production Design. 

Mac Florendo’s “Dakop,” a film about 
a Badjao girl who contracts a sexually-
transmitted disease, won Best Editing.

Ara Mina Amor’s poster for her 
comedy film “Finals” won Best Poster.

“Break Through” by Randolf Sayon 
in Michelle Osias’ “Relevé,” a film 
about a ballet teacher in an abusive 
relationship, won Best Original Song.

Other short films in the Second 
Silliman Film Open included: 
“White Rose” by Cheri Lian Ansale, 
“Sally” by Kristine Maria Ariken,  
“Pier” by Prince Albert Villa, and 
“Kamera” by John Rey Villareal.

Morever, the original music videos 
were: “You Are to Blame” by Krizzel 
Canlas and Richmond Canete, “Never 
Say Goodbye” by Rhobie Ruaya, “Our 
Time” by Joanna Joyce Tubases, “It 
Gets Better” by Divina Mari Tubat, and 
“Kami Lagi” by Doreen Lumayag, which 
received a certificate of recognition.

Most of the films screened are the 
final requirement for Communication 
61 or Film Appreciation under 
Ian Casocot, the coordinator of 
the Edilberto and Edith Tiempo 
Creative Writing Center.~

Second Silliman.. from page 1

By Rhobie A. Ruaya                                       

STUDENTS AND ALUMNI 
Ultimate Frisbee players of Silliman 
University (SU) plan to make their 
organization official next school year 
to promote the growing sport in the 
community and build friendships 
inside and outside the campus.

According to Nicole Piñero, a 
junior education student and one 
of the organizers of the plan, the 
organization is “for Ultimate Frisbee 
players who want to be part of this 
sport and who are willing to do 
everything just to support the sport.”

“Playing Ultimate is fun, but 
spreading Ultimate is more exciting 
because players share one goal and 
that is to spread the love and life of 
Ultimate,” Piñero said. 

Piñero said that the organization 
is important because most students 
are interested to learn and many 
people have witnessed Ultimate 
Frisbee grow.

“Since we’re starting to have 
competitions in other places, we 
want to bring the name of SU 
because as students, we are proud to 

bring the name of our school if given 
the privilege to compete in other 
places,” added Piñero. 

The organization is preparing 
for the 2016 Ultimate College 
League (UCL), one of the biggest 
university Frisbee competitions 
in the Philippines on April 6-8 at 
Cimafranca Ball Field, SU. 

The UCL will be joined by 
Ultimate Frisbee players from 
different schools in the Philippines 
and is organized by the Silliman 
University Student Government 
(SUSG) and the SUSG Sports 
Committee.

SU Student Government 
President Kirk Phillip Emperado 
said that “this is also one way of 
promoting our university to people 
from other places.

“I also want them to realize that 
the university, through the SUSG, 
is supportive of its students in 
developing their skills not just in 
the classroom but …l in sports [as 
well],” Emperado said.

The organization is inviting 
anyone who is willing to learn the 
sport and join practices.~

SU Frisbee players 
to make an org

JOB-READY. senior students from the college of mass communication and 
college of arts and sciences attend the Basic Job Entry skills seminar last Feb. 
29 to better prepare them for work after graduation. The morning session was 
conducted in avT 1, while the afternoon was at the Pep room 2. PhoTo By cheri 
lian ansale

Quote of the Week
“The truth is, unless you let go, unless you forgive yourself, unless you forgive 

the situation, unless you realize that the situation is over, you cannot move 
forward.”

- steve maraboli

Stay Motivated
Try putting in mind an 
end goal like summer 
vacation or graduation 
day. Once you’re 
motivated, it makes it 
easier to focus.
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